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Fascinated by Freemasons? Freemasons For Dummies is the internationally best-selling introduction of the Masons, the oldest and largest secret societies in the world. This balanced, demisive guide eye-opening demystifies Freemasonry, explains everything from its elaborate ritual and cryptic cryptics, to its curious symbols and
meanings. Find out what's going on at a Masonic meeting. You will understand the true objectives of Masonic secrets and philosophy, satisfy famous Masons throughout history, and discover related organizations such as the Model Knights, the Scottish Rite, Order of the East Star, and shrink them. Explore the controversy and bizarre
theories that whirl around this organization at the center of Dan Brown's loose symbol, and discover the changes coming to the craft. Taking the mystery out of the Freemasons fascine by freemasons? Freemasons For Dummies is the introduction internationally best introduction to the Masons, the oldest and largest secret society in the
world. This balanced, demisive guide eye-opening demystifies Freemasonry, explains everything from its elaborate ritual and cryptic cryptics, to its curious symbols and meanings. With new and improved content, including updated examples throughout, this new edition of Freemasons For Dummies provides simpler guidelines, which are
not intimidating to the subject on the market. Updated expert coverage of basic beliefs and philosophy behind Freemasonry reviewed information about the history of society, including updates regarding its founders, famous historical members, and pivotal new assurance events devoted to the latest influence of younger members of past
and ongoing controversy and the myths that enclosed Freemasonry Role of Women in a Builders Organization , including opportunities for women participating in Freemasonry cultural effects and political changes and events worldwide have on the organization If you're intrigued by the mystery that enthusiastically masons are, get ready
to learn their information about this former order of Freemasons For numies. Time. Part I What is Freemasonry? In this part . . . You've seen the symbol on cars, buildings, and jewelry. You've heard Freemasons mention in books and movies. Fathers or grandpa may even be a member. So what's it about? What isn't it? What's the big
secret? In this part, you find the crash course in Freemasonry – its mythical, legendary, and real story; its core philosophy; and the lessons he hopes to teach His members. Chapter 1 Lodges, Aprons, and Funny Handshakes: Freemasonry 101 In This Chapter Defines Freemasonry to Discover What Freemasons Are Making the Scoop on
All These Secret Mysteries Created Wonder, and apologizing is the basis of man's desire to understand. – Neil Armstrong Drive in just about any city in America and keep your eyes open. Sooner or later, you're a building or a sign that is sporting a square with a compass, like the one shown in Figure 1-1. This can be a large, impressive
building or a little humble. It can be marked with a large sign in the yard or have a simple edge. But it will be there. It is a universally recognized sign throughout the world for centuries as a symbol of truth, morality, and fresh love. It is square with Freemasonry compassion. The greatest lock at Freemasonry is the mysterious of a closed
door. On the other side of these doors are rituals, symbols, and ceremonies known only to its members and Masters, and written secrets that have passed through mouth to ears for centuries. Masonic libraries are filled with books of antiquity. Science, philosophy, history, religion, and symbolism all collisions of work are collected at
Masonic scholars. The literature of the brotherhood is strewn with legends, myths, and ancient mysteries. Image courteum of Christopher Hodapp Figure 1-1: The square and company is the universal symbol of Freemasonry. Voltaire, Mozart, George Washington, and Winston Churchill were all members, Jan. 9 signs the Declaration of
Independence and 14 Presidents of the United States. The founding fathers of the United States embraced Masonik principles and wrote them to the foundations of U.S. governments. But dictators like Adolph Hitler, Joseph Stalin, and Saddam Hussein all outside the rallies. Many religions banned members from joining the Masons, and
terrible allegations were made against members of the brotherhood, charging them with murder, conspiracy, attempts at global domination, and other evil crimes. Millions of people around the world have joined the Freemasons, but, even today, some countries threaten Masons with fine, imprisonment, or even death. Similarly, in nearly
every country in the world, every week hundreds of thousands of people slipped on jackets with ties, reverently quick small, white approaches around the waist, and entered into the confusion in poor room windows. There they rescued the outside world for a few hours and replaced it with the comfort of combined friendship with
ceremonies from centuries ago. What is it about this self-described brotherly organization and benevolent who evoke these opposite reactions? Is Freemasonry a mysterious mess of self-expanding, magical, mysterious demonstrations? An organization that is wrong for socioeconomic ships? Or just a place for a warm hand of euchre and
a fried fish? In this chapter, I give you a brief brief on what Freemasonry really is, what Masons does, and how other organizations are related to Freemasonry. What is Freemasonry? Freemasonry (or just plain Masonry, so short) is a society of men concerned with moral and spiritual values and is one of the oldest and most popular
brotherly organizations in the world. It's perhaps worse understandable, but mainstream, secret society he ever knew. It's also the most visible one. Every state in the United States and nearly every country in the world has a Grand Lodge of Freemasons, and each has its own website. Masonic buildings are clearly highlighted, and the
addresses and phone numbers are freely available. Freemasons themselves are not hidden – they wear rings, jackets, and embrace hats with the square and compass. Cars often have Masonic license plates and ball stickers. Some Grand Lodges have even started advertising on billboards. If the Freemasons are a secret, they need a
course to refresh on camouflage. Freemasons don't always do such a good job of defining just what they are or what they do, but it's often because non-Masons responses are looking for are really too complicated. No simple, one-line satisfactory definition describes what Freemasonry is. It's a philosophy and a system of morality and
ethics – and a pretty basic one at that. Here are the main points that make Freemasonry different from any other organization: Freemasonry is a brotherhood of people, tied together by Oath, based on the stonemason distillery medial weighed. Masonic law, rule, legend, and custom are based on the ancient charges, the regulations of
those calculated crafts (see Appendix B). Freemasonry teaches lessons of social virtue and moral-based symbols of the tools and language of the ancient building trade, using the building of a structure as a symbol for the building of the male character. Masons are required to practice fresh love, mutual assistance, equality, secrets, and
trust between each other. Masons have secret methods of recognizing each other, such as handshakes, signs, and passwords. Masons meet in branches governed by a Master and assisted by Wardens, where the petitions that are found to be morally and mentally qualified are admitted using ritual ceremonies based on the legends of the
former perpetrator. Freemasonry is not a religion, and it does not include religious dogma that it forces its members to accept. Masons must simply believe in the existence of a supreme being, whatever they consider that divinity must be. Personal beliefs are just that: personnel. Freemasonry is not a science, but it teaches its members to
value learning and experience. It encourages Masons to think but he doesn't tell them what to think. Freemasonry teaches Masons to be tolerant of others' beliefs and regards each other as equals, deserving of their respect and assistance. What Do Masons Do? Lodges has regular meetings throughout the year. Most gather once a
month for a business meeting, where communications are read, bills are paid, new members vote on, and members are up on each other's lives. Often, those who speak guests or a member give a presentation about the rhythmic, history, philosophy, or freemasonry symbol. Other Special they are designed to initiate new members and
make the various ceremonies advancing them to full members. And because Freemasonry's primary purpose is fraternalism, a meal is usually served before or after the meeting, either in the building compartment or at a nearby restaurant.  No one speaking for Freemasonry World outside Freemasonry is sometimes very confused about
leading the brotherhood and what their goal is. Thousands of books with long names and authors vows to propose their theory about the history, philosophy, and symbolism of Freemasonry. And there is no shortage of compound titles that splice for officers, especially in some of the other Masonic organizations outside of the Lodge – this
grand, and Supreme, and pure Souving one thing or other. But one important thing to understand about Freemasonry is that it has no one, single, worldwide governor body. No one speaks for Freemasonry, and no one ever has. Not even guys who write for book nummies. This is important to understand every time you hear criticism and
allegations against Freemasons, especially when they cite sources of authority, supreme ideas, or superior inconvenience. Every state in the United States, every province in Canada, and nearly every country on earth has a governing lodge - often more than one. Every Grand Lodge has regulations and regulations governing the barley
within its jurisdiction, and each Grand Lodge has a Grand Master essentially the president in this jurisdiction. , nor to decide on the borders. No national or international group that controls or directs the Grand Lodges, which makes any devilish plan for world domination a somewhat difficult coordinated way. Modern Freemasonry started
from gathering in spots over a beautiful dine, and Masons spent 300 years obsessed over the importance of the art gastron. Their festival is called frame festival (from the days when painting means painting), and a tradition of many of these gatherings is a series of toas ceremonies. Still, the mission of the Masonic compartment is to make
New Masons, and it's fulfilled by conferred degrees. Conferred the three degree ceremonies a new member must go through to call degrees. Masonry has three of them – Enter Apprentice, Parellow Craft, and Master Builders – and they're based on the levels of members of the old medieval distillery. The rituals are modeled on the ritual
used by these centuries of distillery two years ago. Today, modern Freemasons have held many of these degree ceremonies, including plenty of fancy, old-fashioned language. They share these features: Their degree is a progression and must take place in appropriate order. Each is built on the previous one, and the degrees are
connected by the history of the construction of Solomon's temple. Every kandini takes obligations (oath) per degree. He promises to keep secrets, help other Masons and their families, and obey the rule of brotherhood. Starting from the compartment, advancing from one degree to the next can take days, weeks, months, or even years. A
member must prove his skill to his degree before he moves up. Skills are usually proved accomplished by memorizing a portion of the rhythmic and recite it before the other members. Some barley asked the member to present an original research paper on a certain subject in order to prove that he studied the brotherhood. Others may
require a written requirement. Meeting in barley, wheat barley, craft barley, and more the compartment is the most foundational unit of Freemasonry. It's a term to use for the individual chapter, for a group of Masons to meet together, for the room they meet in, and sometimes even for the building in which they gather. Several individual
orders can share installations and meet at different times in the same compartment room. This arrangement is, in fact, the normal of most major cities. In smaller communities, or in the case of a very thriving housing, just one compartment can occupy the building. In this book, I sometimes refer to the blue housing. (I explain why it's blue in
Chapter 7.) Other themes you'll see are token compartment, cloud housing, and Ancient Masonry. These various themes all describe the first point, most essential starting point of the world of Freemasonry: the local neighborhood compartment that conferred the first three degrees of Masonry – The Entry Learning, Fellow Craft, and
Master Mason Degrees. Masons sometimes refer to Freemasonry as the Craft, because its origins are their medieval jen. They most definitely don't refer to witchcraft. Freemasonry has many different branches of members and studies. These branches or groups are called present or confident, and I speak a lot more about them in Part III.
You can have a family or friend who said he was a 32nd degree builder or even a 33rd builder. Those additional degrees do exist, and they are confusing, so I explain them to Part IV as well. But the truth is that of ancient Masonry, no degree is higher or more important than the three degrees someone receives in a Masonic lodge. These
other degrees may have higher numbers than the first three conferred in a compartment, but they're simply different, additional ceremonies, and in no way meant to be constructed as more important or superior to becoming a Master Builder. Make public ceremonies Most of the ceremonies in Masons go on inside the confusion of housing,
but you can see two special Masonic events in public. These public ceremonies are symbolic at the beginning and ends. Ritual cornerstone due to heritage as class builders and other public structures, freemasons are winning performed a special ceremony of emollient imposition for new buildings, upon request. In modern times, these
events are steering noticed by the public, but in previous centuries, the lying of a corner for a new building was a very big celebration, festival. In the case of a courthouse, city hall, or other bigger government buildings, the parade was often held, the speech was given, and the Freemasons would symbolically pose the mainland. At the
masonic corner ceremony, the stone is checked using ancient tools to be certain it is square, plumbing (right), and level, because a building constructed on a poor foundation will not be strong. And the cornerstone is devoted to corn (or grain), wine, and oil – all of them are masonic symbols of prosperity, health, and peace. Finally, the
stone is symbol typed in place with a given. Funeral services the first way many people enter contact with Freemasonry these days are at the funeral of a friend or family who was a Freemason. Masons performs a solemn memorial service for members, when the family asks him. The word of the ceremony gives an impressive brief to the
beliefs of the brotherhood; it is a moving and deeply sans service. Many men, myself included, sought membership in an order after seeing the funeral service designed for someone you love. Bring aaron (Real People do it!) Yes, it's true: Grown people wear their little rectangular aprons from rigueur mode for Freemason's well-dressed
Freemason. Apron are symbolic of those worn by ancient stonemasons to protect their clothes and carry the tools. Although aprons by many Masons are made of simple white coats, they're traditionally supposed to perform in tiny white movements, an adorned in innocence. Some masonic apron are very speaker. They can be decorated



to adorn a officer's position, a place of honor such as an old Master in a compartment, or just simply a cool design. The gift Builder is the first gift to give him about his initiation of the change, and it is to be kept clean and spot throughout the life of the builder as a symbol of purity in his thoughts and his actions. Masons put their apron in a
specific way, according to the degree they tagged. No one – with the exception of a unique candio - gets into a compartment without a rounding. Keeping secret Masons likes to say that Freemasonry is not a secret society; rather, it is a society and secret. The best way to wear it is that than in a compartment room during its ceremony is
private. For many years, fathers, grandfathers, and neighbors have defended young men who were interested in joining the brotherhood by refusing to discuss anything about it, from a fundamental understanding of masonic secrets. They figured they were not allowed to say anything about it. Enter and you will see, the standard entries
Fortunately, that perception is changing, and the Freemasons are not so understandable these days about talking about Masonry.  Is it happening? Freemasons who go travelers can visit Masonic orders all over the world, but not all barley uses the same methods of recognition. Each Grand Lodge has its own local custom and variations.
American barley issues four members, but outside the United States, most barley does not have or know about these things. A builder can ask many questions before being allowed in if he doesn't know and vouchers for a member of that housing. Making matters even more confusing is the fact that a jurisdiction can use different ritual
ceremonies, different passwords, and dash differently than another. When a language barrier exists, visiting a load can be even more difficult. One of my Masonic brothers traveled to the Philippines while in the Marines, when he and a friend came under a masonic order that was clearly in session. When they tried to enter, none of the
local brothers spoke English, and there were differences between local masonic signs of recognition. As they waited outside, they could hear a terrible turmoil inside the command room. The door opened, and they were escorting in. These found them all the furniture in the barley piled into the center of the room. To prove they were
Masons, they had to put everything back in its proper location. They did, and there was much rejoicing. The secrets that a builder can't argue are their grip (menshakes), passwords, and signs (gestures) that are the recognition mode, with some details about masonic degree ritual. Without doubt, some old-school Masons outside will have
to read something in this book and believe that I should drive to the state line of a dark trunk to talk about it, but they should chat with the grand lodge before calling them check my measurements. Just know the modes of recognition won't get you into a Masonic compartment. If you're interested in becoming a builder, don't let some big
lips in a book or online break the ritual experience so you don't knock out all the surprises. If you're not interested in joining in and you just want to be able to gloat about knowing some secret information, there's no shortage of books and websites that tell them all. You can leap to a gathering of Screaming Masons A-ha! and blurt out a
password if you like, but the real secret of Freemasonry must experiment, not explain, which is why your little will be ignored. Giving something to everyone Masonry is as diverse as its members, so it may seem like something very different depending on who you talk to or what barley you visit or join. Some Masons focus on the charity
many participate in. Some are consumed by the history or the philosophy or symbolism of the brotherhood. Other the compartment must be primarily a place to go to play cards or cook a monthly breakfast, in order to be with old friends and make new ones. Still others enjoy performing the ritual ceremonies and making a lifelong passion
of taking dramatic part in it. For men who become officials or board members, Masonry is a personal development course that teaches them leadership skills, public speaking, and more. Men from every walk of life have the opportunity to do these things in an order that their jobs or their social or economic status rarely offer them. And then
some people just like the titles of big buzzer sounding, badges, ribbons, tuxedos, and spiffy accompaniments. The point is that there is something of Freemasonry for each person, whatever his interests may be. Is [Filling in Blank] Freemasons, Too? Because Freemasons is an electric mixture of men from all walks of life, other Maconic
organizations have developed over the years to expand upon the barley experience. They all ask someone to be a member of a third-degree barley master mason before this person can join them. They are collectively known as body shadows, and the list is almost enduring. Following are the three biggest players: The Rite of York: The
Rite Blade is made up of three different core groups: Royal Arch Masons, Cryptic Aggravated Masons, and Knights Models. The Scottish Ruth: This group lectures 29 degrees - 4th in the 32nd. In addition, the Supreme Council, the Rhythmic General Government body, can provide 33rd degree to members who have performed
outstanding service in the rhythmic Scottish Islands. The ancient Arab nobles of the Mystic Shrine: This group is best known today as International Shriners. Yes, these are the guys with the funny hats and little cars. The Shrine was created in 1872 by a group of Masons who felt that the eulogy had become too serious and things too
serious. The stove conferred only one degree on the noble, and is dedicated to wearing a little bit of the boy back to the man. They also operate Shriners Hospital, which provides free orthopaedic care and burns to children. Many other bodies exist closer, including the Grotto, the Order of Star in East (a group of women can join), Tall
Cedars of Lebanon, the Order of Amaranth, the White Shrine of Jerusalem, DeMolay (for boys), Rainbow and Daughter of Job (both for girls) – the list goes on and on. All these groups came from incredible explosions of interest in brotherly organizations in the 19th century United States and elsewhere. I go to loads of details about all
these groups in Part III. No girls allowed! The modern version of Freemasonry formed in 1717 in London was based on the former stonemasons' capabilities. The gild's original regulations were absolutely, 100 percent, loose-in-the-linen-linen, pork-headed male only (see Appendix A). Part of the reason why they are in most of Europe,
women in early years had the same legal status as minors. Over the last three centuries, Masonry has remained a just brotherhood for men, and the vast majority in the world of field-varieties, mainstream Freemasons took an oath of their own to be present in, nor give their consent there, Making a Woman a Freemason. It's not
overwhelming. It's just not kosher. We will get corotization. That's the official, mainstream Masonic explanation. But the truth is still more complex. Modern Freemasonry started in Scotland and England, but it quickly spread to the European continent. As early as the 1740s, some French housing began starting women as fellow members.
Over the years and almost entirely in Europe, several groups have made up of housing for both men and women (called Co-Masonry) or for women only started. These women did not necessarily want to tags in a full order of men, but they wanted to enjoy the degree ceremonies, symbolism, and philosophy of Freemasonry. In England,
these groups include the Free-Women's Order, founded in 1908; The Brotherhood Honoured in Antient Free-Masons, founded in 1913; The Old Order, Free, and Accepting Masons for Men and Women, was founded in 1925. France has several such groups, including Le Droit Humain, a group of co-builders founded in 1893, and The
GreatNess Pride of Féminine de France, began in 1945. There are several others. In the United States, a woman existed in Boston in 1790, with Hannah Mather Crocker as its master of worship, but she soon died. A pseudo-Masonic order, called the Eastern Star Order, was created in the mid-1800s. It was carefully designed by its
creators so that it didn't actually confer Masonic Degrees on women, in order to stay out of hot water with the mainstream builders. As a result, he became an accepted member of the family in American Freemasonry, and still functions today (see Chapter 13). These days, the Internet is making the world a small place, and these groups
will benefit from exchanges worldwide and instant in mind. Women and Co-Masonry are expanding into the United States and elsewhere. The American Federation of Human Rights at the UN headquarters in Washington, D.C., and has several co-builders housing in the United States. There are other co-hosts Masonic Co, among them
George-Washington Union and Grand Lodge Symbolic in Memphis-Misraïk. The Great Lodge of Women in Belgium, meanwhile, charged at least four branches in New York; Washington, D.C.; and Los Angeles. Feminine and co-masonic groups remain pretty much ignored by the mainstream male lodge, a fact that doesn't cause these
female builders all that many nights sleep. They know they're the Freemasons, even though the boys disagree. Meanwhile, mainstream Freemasons are forbidden to visit or converse Masonikly with either Co-Masons or Female Masons, about threats of expulsion from Kootid, you know. Chapter 2 From the Cathedral in Lodge Chambers:
A Story of the Freemasons of this Chapter Understanding What the First Masons Were All About Focusing Changes from Building Viruses to Building Gentlemans Spread Throughout the World in 19th Centuries Growing Up in the United States Before and After WWII Went into Downturn and Looking into the Future What The Early
Freemasons Were Truly Mysterious. They went through the career of Rock and Rock Rock Great Rocks. Giant blocks were transported beyond thousands of pounds and raised them in the air constructed to support class class walls that define gravity. They were able to stand in small designs and, through the mystery of geometry, built
monuments to God that stood for nearly a thousand years. It was extraordinary. It was magic. And how they made it was a secret. So how did a collection of labor leaders and stonecutters of Middle Ages get transformed into the world's largest fraternal organization? Theory about the origins of Freemasonry abundance. Masonic writeer of
the 1800s wrote massive books that told the lavish story of Freemasonry, tracing it to ancient Egypt, Biblical Jerusalem, or even the Model Knights of the 12th century AD. Modern scholarships were very calmed down and made more-reasoning conclusions. This chapter discusses the medieval gildeval system of class builders and its
evolution of what became modern Freemasonry. Much of the earlier stories of Masons are unknown because of a lack of written material. And much of that Freemasonry has become due to a variety of influence in society around it. In this chapter, I focus on mainstream Ancient Craft Freemasonry, which is the system of three degrees
Masonic conferred in the order you will likely get up the street. Just like the story of literally thousands of different branches and variations of Christianity, the story of Freemasonry could – and was – fill all library floor. The variations of Masonry in France alone over a period of 300 years are a major topic all by themselves. In an effort to
keep the confusion and the chaos to a minimum, I explain the most important turning points of the brotherhood and how they affect what is most often practicing in England and the United States. Turning Stonecutters into Meek: Freemasonry before the 1700 Freemasons today use the operative and speculative themes to describe the
differences between two types of freemasonry. Operative Masonry refers to time before 1700 and describes the period when Freemasons were really working with rock, chisel, and hammer. After the operative builders began to replace by admitting or slowly masons, the order changed into a philosophical, brotherly, and charitable
organization and became known as Speculative Freemasonry. As a symbol identified, speculative Masons are adopted The operative builders tools: their compass and the square. Operation Masons: Great builders are great mythical origins to date the brotherhood back to the building of Solomon's temple in Jerusalem, around 1000 BC.
King Solomon's temple was the oldest and most magnificent in man's faith in God constructed during the biblical era. Its inner sanctum, the Sancttorum Sancttorum, was built to keep the Ark of the Covenant, which contained sacred words of God - the tablets of God given to Moses which had the Ten Commandments. The temple was
ultimately destroyed (first by the Babylonians, then by the Romans), and little remained in it today except for stone foundations, commonly known in modern Jerusalem as the wall. Generally accepted historical origins of modern Freemasonry can draw in the stonemason jen formed during the Middle Ages of Scotland, England, and
France. As early as the eighth century, Masons was organized with instructions by Charles Martel in France. The British documents earlier claim that Athelstan, who was technically the first king of the Entire England, organized a gild of Masons in York in AD 926. Like most things at Freemasonry, nobody really knows where Freemason's
term comes from. Some historians say that it refers to the fact that members of the builders calculations did not have to stay in a certain city or count, so they were free to travel and look for work – so free builders. The other theory is that it can be a shortening of builders in freestone terms. Freestone is a soft, fine-grained stone that can
be carried, such as sandstone or limestone (as opposed to hardest rock and heavy seeds that have to be split). The Freemasons knew how to build gothic cantral and castles from massive rocks, and knew the science of geometry. Builders are giantly trade secret goalkeepers who might turn a small drawing into a enormous structure –
the knowledge wasn't even disclosed to the bishops, priests, or kings who hired the Masons. Because this group was all right, its members today sometimes refer to Freemasonry as the Craft. They're not talking about witchcraft, but what they accomplish has done looks like magic.  Gothic Gothic's style of architecture lasted from the
1100s until the late 1500s. gothic cantral like Notre Dame in Paris and Westminster Abbey in London are two of London's most famous. Before this style was developed, buildings had thickness, heavy walls, small windows, and wooden roof support. Older styles were limited in size and shape by the technology of the period. The Gothic
style changed all that. If you look at the picture at the inside of Notre Dame in Paris, you see walls that almost seem to be made from stained glass, as is typical in gothic classes. This is because the high walls are designed to transfer weight of the building and the roof of outward support are called Flying Positions, which makes possible
the huge expansion of delicate glass (check out the flying wallets in the second picture). The roofs were constructed with what are called a malice grain, which most likely transfer the weight. The flying buddhist keeps the whole thing from falling out like a house of four but allows the bears support structure to stand outside the building.
During this time, the Catholic Church became religious influence in Europe, and paganism was suppressed. Chlorinates were made as symbols of Church power – they were generally the largest buildings around. But they were designed to teach the faithful about their religion. And symbolism was literally everywhere. Floor plans classic
Gothic classics have been laid out to form the sacrament of a cross. The buildings were similar to many tall stories, so the person felt she was in the presence of a mighty God. The common folks couldn't read, so the stain-glass windows, and often thousands of stone care at every nook and kranny of the church, were made of story
pictorially told in the Bible. Designers were often incredibly talented with bishop's vision, priests, or abot, but there were also architects who were not members of the clenched. Although the entire community pulled together, they made money and work for years and even decades to build these magnificent churches, skilled workers
needed to precise the work of translating their design easily into buildings that would last century ten or more. Complex geometry and precise measurements and construction were necessary, and that is where the craftsmanship and the Freemasons came in. Image courteous of Christopher Hodapp courtesy of Images of Christopher
Hodapp First writes recorded documents the oldest survival recording rule of the Freemasons called the Regius Manuscript, and you can find it today at the British Museum in London. An unknown author wrote it in 1390, but most historians agree that it was probably copied from even older documents. (You can read a modern translation
of the Registry Manuscript of Appendix A in this book.) It is described in a series of rules on the principles of morality and the conduct of Masons expected to be supported by. It covers employment standards, a moral code, membership rules, and an especially strong desire for friendship among members. Although the rules changed
somewhat in the centuries, the government's essential structure for masonic barley today can be found in this document. The guilds were developed to train people in the skills needed to construct these magnificent buildings, to strengthen a standard of employment, and to maintain the members of high standards – as well as protect
important trade secrets. If knew how to do it, it wouldn't be a very paying job anymore. But if you knew the right secrets, you could travel and work on the whole country, wherever the distillery would work. Master Masons was in possession of the Master's word (the password) and dash (handshake), the secret methods these master
workers use to recognize each other. It was a simple way to quickly identify yourself as a trained member of the guild – especially given that business cards, diplomas, and card firmware were no longer invented. The secret word and grip keep you from having to have cars a gargoyle everywhere you went, just proving to some sharp alien-
eyed that you knew your thing. Learning began as young as age 12 and had assurances from Master Mason for seven years. After three years, they attended an initiation ceremony. They said certain signs of gratitude to identify themselves as Mason's learning, and were granted permission to have their own marks, a small symbol they
could take care of in stone to identify their own work. After completing their seven-year service, they became a Fellow of the Craft (which union would today call a tour), and in time, with more experience, a Master Builder. (For more details on Apprentics, Fellows of the Craft, and Master Masons, see Chapter 6.) The Renaissance simply
means the rebirth. By the 1500s, Europe had dragged itself out among the middle ages, and a major renaissance of science, art, and learning had taken place, thanks in no small part to the invention of the printing press. Suddenly, people could share ideas half a world away, and in bulk. The Scottish Masons connection had a unique
position in society. True, they were guilty, but skilled skills drowned. Kings and popes and their owners and bishops all needed their skills - and they needed them in a great way. Masons built all over Europe, and admire them for their competence and moral codes. In Scotland, King James III was so happy with the work of his owner
Mason, Robert Cochrane, that he held the low stonemason a noble earl of Mar. This kind of thing was unheard of in Scotland at the time, and the Scottish noble had a different idea. This breakage was tossed early in 1482 and closed the king to tear down the importance of nobility. What good was a noblely if you couldn't master it on the
beasts? By the late 1500s, the honor was reciprocal in the opposite (and less argument) direction. The Freemasons were admiring by society, and suddenly, Noble wanted to join the Scottish Masonic barley and bask in some of their reflected glory. They had no real desire to know how to get rocks, but there was a certain prestige to being
an honored member of a group who performed sacramental knowledge passed away from biblical times, with a connection with the Temple of Solomon. The builders were happy to take them because it was never wrong to have an invasion noblem among us. By the end of the 1500s, a hot rumor went around that King James VI of
Scotland had become a Freemason. If not it was true, it had an incredible recruiting effect on scottish ordering. Today, it's universally accepted that the oldest Masonic survival order is in Scotland. Kilwinning Lodge has the distinction of the Lodge Mother title in Scotland and its origin dates back to 1140. To show that it predates all other
lodged, it is denoted as Lodge No. 0. Things began to change dramatically for the Masons because society has changed around them. The common people have become better educated across Europe, with masonic guilt to lose their grip on large building deals. Everyone had to do had print instructions on how to build a and fit a
foundation in the middle of it and suddenly the close calculations were not in demand anymore. Plus, Gothic's style of architecture has lost its popularity by the late 1600s. Bricks, by rock, have become the popular building material. As Operation Masons ran out of work, Speculative Freemasonry would soon increase taking its place (see
Speculative Masons and wholesale changes, later in this chapter). With the dawn of the Renaissance, the Catholic Church began to go down a long road of trouble. Faced with a need for reform on the inside and the faithful riots on the outside, Catholics have lost its once-total grip on the nations of Europe. Problems in the 1500s and
1600s were highlighted more than anything else by a long, unprecedented series of religious wars affecting all countries in Europe. After the religious riots at Martin Luther King of Germany and King Henry VIII of England, Catholics and Translators have surpassed all other countries over Europe, trying to hit off the greatest circuit of real
estate for themselves. Eventually, throughout the 1600s, the same Protestants went to war with each other, with the symptoms of new circle numbers— the Anglician High Church, Low Protestant Churches, Presbyterians, Calvinists, and Lutherans — all generally hate toward each other. And just when the Westphalia Treaty of 1648
seemed like it might bring a little religious tolerance to the world, the English Civil War erupted, a new and even blooder episode of killing your neighbor over God. It was a hobbling and confusing time. An element of fansm that marks most of these wars, and the loss is often found to have it by killing itself
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